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Shifting Focus to the Bottom Line: Addressing
Profitability at a Granular Level Can Improve Margins
by 2 to 5 Percent
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It's Time to Reassess the Path to Growth
The year 2017 has decidedly brought with it a very
different growth challenge than CPG manufacturers
have faced in the recent past. After several years of
strong growth, much of it due to raising prices or
trading shoppers up to more expensive offerings, the
CPG market stalled during the first half of 2017 (see
exhibit 1). Many factors contributed to this, including a
negative shopper response to post-deflationary price
hikes, historically low levels of population growth, and
the growing popularity of the local food movement. All
of this occurred in the face of continued price pressure
from discount retailers and growing momentum of
private label solutions. The unavoidable outcome for
manufacturers: meeting financial goals will require a
renewed focus on the bottom line.

space in a booming market, who can resist the urge
to offer increasingly aggressive promotional terms to
retailers in order to defend distribution?
For the first time in recent memory, inflation-adjusted
earnings fell to zero in 2017, magnifying dollar sales
stagnation (see exhibit 2). Combine this with the fact
that 30 percent of households are claiming difficulty
affording needed groceries,1 and it becomes likely that
prices will see continued downward pressure, further
compressing margins. For some, it may seem tempting
to simply live with lower margins until growth returns.

It comes as no surprise that when the market grows,
particularly in alignment with pricing, most CPGs will
pursue that growth with little thought for truly weighing
the underlying costs against the actual benefit of that
extra dollar in sales. It is only when the topline stalls
that CPGs recognize that these uncalculated moves
introduced significant inefficiencies into the pipeline. For
example, when other competitors are growing their shelf

After all, the belt-tightening necessary to secure a
strong bottom line can prove risky. Pulling back on the
wrong promotion, raising prices on highly sensitive
items, cutting media spend on effective copy, or even
trimming operational capacity for products poised
to surge can reverse any gains that occurred during
market expansion. Still, time and again, in addition to
improved margins, those who do successfully drive
efficiencies find themselves better able to capitalize and
outperform their competitors to take advantage of the
next inevitable upturn.

EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT 2

Total CPG Sales Growth — MULO+C

Inflation-Adjusted Wage Increases
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Is It Truly Worth the Risk?
Phase 1 — Measure True Profitability
To increase efficiency, the first step is ensuring that
everyone is working from a single version of the truth.
The most common method for doing so is to develop a
fully allocated price-cost waterfall (see exhibit 3). These
models have become quite popular during the past
decade and, in essence, serve as an extremely granular
variant on the typical profit and loss statement (P&L),
allocating the majority of direct and indirect costs down
to each product-customer combination. When allocated
correctly and with alignment across the enterprise, these
waterfalls will provide unmatched visibility into the true
drivers of profitability across the business.

Fortunately, the immediate financial returns from a
comprehensive effort to improve the bottom line are
substantial. Previous clients have increased margins by
2 to 5 percent, and they have avoided many of the risks
that immediately come to mind. However, this requires
a comprehensive, dedicated effort across three key
phases:

Identify Opportunities
for Improvement

Measure True Profitability

Prioritize and Execute

EXHIBIT 3
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Pocket Margin

Other Indirect Costs
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Example of CPG Price-Cost Waterfall
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Phase 2 — Identify Opportunities for Improvement
With the appropriate foundation in place, the next
step is to start identifying swings and variances in the
waterfall elements across customers and products. Is a
particular customer driving the lion’s share of disputes?
Do some products in the portfolio require an inordinate

share of the promotional budget? While some of these
variances will prove justified, it is critical to examine the
rationale behind each of them and question whether
these additional costs are resulting in a corresponding
financial or strategic benefit. While every manufacturer
will have a unique set of opportunities, several key
questions will help guide investigation (see exhibit 4).

EXHIBIT 4

Key Questions to Investigate
Cost

•

Where can we streamline our

Customer/Product Mix

•

operating model?
•

Where can we eliminate or
Which factories are over- or

•

Which brands are overusing

•

Can we eliminate some costly
features?

Which customers require the

•

How do we better segment
our price tiers?

How do we incentivize more
efficient customers?

As an example of this in action, our work with a large,
multidivisional manufacturer identified two major
customers that actually showed negative profits at the
end of the year. A deep dive analysis showed two very
different causes for this negative performance: one
customer was buying heavily discounted products that
had manufacturing defects, thus driving price below cost
of goods sold (COGS), while the other customer had a
pattern of returning products due to over-ordering. In

Where can we potentially
raise our list?

Where do we need different
logistics options?

•

How much unintended
variability is there in price?

•

most support?
•

shared services?
•

Which products should we

What markup are my retailers
driving?

•

not be selling in isolation?

underperforming?
•

•

products are driving profit?

reduce redundancies?
•

Which customers and

Price

•

Where can we pull back on
overpromotion?

the first scenario, the tactic was actually beneficial, since
further reducing defects would prove quite costly, and
not servicing this customer would result in a total loss on
those products. In the latter situation, on the other hand,
we identified an opportunity to drive additional loyalty
alongside margin by helping the customer better plan
and anticipate demand.
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Phase 3 — Prioritize and Execute
Obviously, all of this is moot if no action results. The key
at this point is to prioritize the identified opportunities
by value versus feasibility, and then translate the
opportunities into concrete execution plans with clearly
defined owners, milestones and timelines. While the
waterfall itself will help with understanding the rough
order of magnitude for each opportunity, additional
inputs will greatly help to identify the type of action each
situation requires. Exhibit 5 demonstrates some of the
methods IRI leverages to fully prioritize and execute
against typical opportunities.

Our recent work with a large food and beverage
manufacturer demonstrates the value of this approach.
Despite having a premium position in the marketplace,
the client continued to see profits erode year-over-year
because the sales team signed deals based solely on
revenue. These deals added new, costly elements to the
manufacturing process because the deals addressed
individual customer demands with no insight into
bottom-line impacts. Making matters worse, for several
key product lines, demand outpaced supply, forcing the
team to prioritize customers without knowing the full
value each provided. With IRI’s analyses and expertise,
this client executed on a series of initiatives that resulted
in over $300 million per year in additional profits,
increasing margins by 3 percent. Furthermore, the client
maintained these higher margins because it armed the
sales team with full insight into the bottom-line impacts
of each of their go-forward decisions.

EXHIBIT 5

Sample Supplemental Data and Analyses
Opportunity
Pull back promo spend from a retailer

Supplemental Data
•

Analysis

Promoted price elasticities

Calculate volume impact from reducing
promo and comparing elasticities
against competition to gauge category
leverage

Rationalize retailer investments

•

Distribution

Compare investment versus support and

•

In-store support

shelf space by retailer

Trim costly product attributes or realign to

•

Full category sales

Assess popularity and elasticity of own

more profitable attributes

•

Everyday and promo elasticities

product versus others with and without
the attributes

Reduce manufacturing footprint

•

Forecasted sales for retailers the factory

Determine if other factories have

serves

capacity to fulfill expected demand
without surging logistics costs

Bundle products

•

Panel basket metrics for the two items

Identify how often the product types sell
together and the cost/benefit of losing a
portion of the individual sales

Cut back on marketing spend

•

Marketing mix

Plan how to reinvest lower levels of
funding to minimize volume losses
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"But the Last Time We Tried, We Didn't Make Much Headway..."
As mentioned previously, price-cost waterfalls have
become very popular. In fact, they are now a standard
part of the administrative tool kit in many industries.
While many companies have tried creating them, CPG
manufacturers in particular find themselves facing a
series of barriers to success. Stumbling blocks exist
across all three phases of work, but there are some that
tend to occur most often.

"We just don't

have that kind of
visibility!"

One of the most common challenges is in bridging the
data gaps to even start creating the waterfall. Whether
it is from lack of tracking, limited insight through
distributors, or even poor reliability at the right level,
no company will have the right granularity of data to
perfectly transfer into a waterfall from the beginning.

"Not everyone agrees 		
with the profit numbers."

Needless to say, the notion of one version of the truth
does not serve its purpose if parts of the organization
do not see it as the truth. Once the waterfall is complete,
several stakeholders are very likely to question it, as it
may very well shine a light into lost opportunities for
which they should have been responsible.

"But this customer

is strategic!"

Once the waterfall is in place and potential areas for
improvement begin to emerge, there will be suspicion
of feasibility. Those who have managed an account or
an area of expense for years are often loath to admit
they have fallen short and will certainly have justification
for the status quo. And some opportunities may simply
seem overwhelming to go after.

"We just had trouble acting

on the

opportunities."
The translation from opportunity to an actual action plan
to address the underlying issue is without question the
area where manufacturers most commonly lose traction.
Some of the most critical issues to address may not be
newly arising from this engagement, and may have been
sitting around unsolved for some time before this.

"We managed to get an initial boost,

but
then things returned to normal."

Success hinges on continually using the waterfall to find
opportunities and maintain progress. Unfortunately,
quite frequently, those who initially create the waterfall
and identify the initial areas of improvement are doing
so as a dedicated project. Once the responsibility shifts
to day-to-day use, the focus needed to sustain this effort
simply vanishes. Even if the team remains the same,
ideas tend to eventually run short.

"No one had motivation 		
to repeat the process."

For sustained improvement, the enterprise has to
prioritize and focus on continuous progress. Given this
will be a new set of responsibilities and activities, the
resources involved can get burned out, and even those
who have to provide input may see it as sidetracking
them from their day-to-day goals and objectives.

If any or all of these objections are sounding
familiar, know that you are not alone in voicing
or experiencing them. However, also know that
CPG manufacturers have overcome all of them,
and the methods to do so now inform the best
practice guidelines for success.
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Overcoming the Barriers
After improving profitability for a number of CPG manufacturers, IRI has adopted a series of guiding
principles that allow clients to break through these common barriers.
Barrier

Recommendation

"We just don't have that kind of
visibility!"

Be Thoughtful Versus Thorough
The value of acquiring perfect data is simply not worth the investment. Even
trying to maintain and leverage a master list of drivers to build up to total
costs can prove overwhelming. Instead, manufacturers should balance out
the value of each waterfall element. For today, to begin making progress, we
have developed a series of standardized assumptions by which we allocate
the costs down from the P&L. Where a significant component in profitability
is at question, we can provide guidance in putting together a process to
collect the required data, and within a quarter, data will be there to leverage.

"Not everyone agrees with the profit
numbers."

Drive Cross-Functional Teaming
Given this engagement will require involvement from the entire enterprise,
we recommend assembling a broad team of cross-functional stakeholders,
incorporating finance, sales, marketing, supply chain, brand management
and other key roles. Focus up front on agreeing on the mechanisms
and methods for allocating costs, with everyone fully understanding the
approach, to limit disagreements with the result. Tie the overall rollup results
to a concrete, accepted standard, such as the P&L.

"But this customer is strategic!"

Start Small
When it comes time to identify opportunities, focus on the art of the possible,
knowing that not every opportunity will translate into a plan to address. One
of the reasons we prioritize opportunities by both value and feasibility is to
first exhaust the simpler quick wins, building trust in both the process and its
value, as well as confidence in the team’s ability to drive value. After getting
dollars on the board, start more aggressively pursuing the more challenging
opportunities.

"We just had trouble acting on the
opportunities."

Define the Why, Not the What
When fleshing out opportunities and planning execution, maintain a focus
on the underlying drivers of performance differences. For example, if a
particular product has lower profits, what do other resources, like the IRI
Revenue Management database, reveal? Does the product have a very
low elasticity, demonstrating it may be underpriced, or does a full-market
analysis of similar products show that the product may be over-engineered?
Once the driver of the difference is clear, so is the solution, and this requires
supplementing the waterfall with additional pieces of information.
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"We managed to get an initial boost,
but then things returned to normal."

Cycle Resources
Continued benefit is critical to continued adoption. We have found that
having a cross-functional team dedicate a single day per week to driving
profitability improvements helps a great deal. Ideally, this team will be
fully engaged from the initial waterfall creation all the way through to the
first round of benefits realization to fully master the process. They should
then gradually cycle new members in and out, broadening exposure and
incorporating new potential opportunities.

"No one had motivation to repeat the
process."

Provide an Incentive
From the very beginning, successful efforts have two things in common:
the company’s leadership is heavily involved, continually prioritizing and
maintaining focus on its profitability initiative, and at the same time, they
reward success. While this does not always have to take the form of financial
compensation, the company should take time to appropriately recognize and
reward those who deliver a significant or sustained boost to the bottom line.

In short, enhancing profitability will hinge upon
balancing complexity, addressing issues early,
maintaining the right focus, and setting the right pace.
Some manufacturers may require a partner experienced
in the process, but anyone will benefit from additional
granularity and the analyses and expertise IRI can
provide. Integrating the initiative with our experience
to quickly identify a wide variety of opportunities and
assets, such as our cross-category revenue management
database, will greatly increase the odds of, and return
from, success.

Conclusion
With topline growth slowing, CPG manufacturers should
seek to address previously inefficient investments in
acquiring share. IRI’s comprehensive, three-phased
approach to profitability growth, combined with its
proven experience and supplemental resources,
minimize the risk associated with engagements of this
nature. Unlocking the ability to shore up the bottom
line, companies that partner with IRI are able to achieve
stronger results, adding up to 5 percent of their
revenues to their profits.
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Resources
IRI can help you improve your margins with deep
visibility into your current profit drivers, a proven
approach for identifying significant opportunities and
best practices to turn those opportunities into action.
In addition to traditional POS and panel assets, key
elements include:
Business Growth Activation
IRI Growth Consulting can help drive successful benefits
realization by aligning initiatives to overall strategic
objectives, gaining broad internal alignment and
breaking down desired outcomes into concrete action
plans. Past engagements have led to the development
of a series of key opportunity areas and benchmarks to
generate ideas for profit improvement.
Revenue Growth Management Database
IRI’s CPG-wide database of everyday and promoted
price elasticities, along with historical category price
actions, allows an unprecedented view into pricing
leverage against competitors. Overlaying these metrics
on potential opportunities will identify simple solutions
to increase profitability while minimizing the volume
impact through quick price and promotion actions.

Consumption-Based Forecasting
IRI can also forecast where key changes in demand may
alter our plans to drive greater profits based on current
versus future tactics. Previous efforts have highlighted
where future demand spikes would result in lost sales
due to rationalizing manufacturing space, and retailers at
which a potential loss in distribution costs less than the
investments to sustain it.
Marketing Mix Models
IRI’s marketing mix analysis quantifies the true
effectiveness and efficiency of granular media
investments. Integration with waterfall-based
opportunities to drive profit by cutting media costs
provides very detailed plans to reduce investment
without sacrificing revenues or volume.
Assortment Optimization
IRI’s Assortment Optimization solution and its underlying
incrementality measures identify where manufacturers
can trim underperforming or less profitable areas
of their portfolio, thereby reducing the risk of sales
migrating to competitors. Previous efforts have secured
and grown current shelf space while also driving
incremental sales for both the manufacturer and retailer.
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